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Introduction 
 

Fear Of Soloing is a guide for guitarists that presents scales, modes and arpeggios in an easy 
to read format, with tips on how these melodic devices can be used to improvise over major, 
minor, 7th, major 7th, minor 7th and diminished chords.  
 

Fear Of Soloing uses the C A G E D system to present scale/chord relationships. The C A G E D 
system is a method of arranging chords and scales on the guitar that uses five moveable in-
terlocking scale and chord forms up the neck, making it easy to play chords, and solos in any 
key or position. 
 

Here’s how it works. There are five basic open chords - C, A, G, E, and D. These chords can be 
turned into moveable chords, and played in any key up the neck, in all three chord families 
(major, minor and 7th).  Once you turn these five chord forms into moveable chord forms, you 
can connect them in a nice interlocking pattern up the neck.  
 

Just as the C A G E D system offers five ways to play chords, it also gives you five ways to play 
any scale, mode or arpeggio. Developing a command of the fingerboard where you can play 
the same chordal or linear idea in five different places on the neck will eliminate “sweet spot” 
playing, and help to keep you from playing yourself into a corner. 
 

Once you learn a scale in the five forms, take a line that you like, and insert it into each of 
the C A G E D shapes. You will find some licks you have played for a long time can take on a 
completely different vibe when played in a new fingering. 

Understanding Scale Degrees and Chord Tones 
 

Fear of Soloing presents scales, chords, and arpeggios in a visual, easy to read format that 
includes left hand fingerings, scale degrees, and reference chords.  
 

Knowing the fingering of a scale is important, but knowing how each note in the scale relates 
to chord that you are soloing over enables you to make note choices more intelligently. 
 

Chords are clusters of notes that are extracted from their associated scales, and if you know 
the scale that a given chord is extracted from, it’s pretty easy to add chord extensions to that 
chord. i.e.: adding the 6th, 9th, 13th etc. It also gives you an instant resource for soloing ideas, in 
that every relevant scale can be found right under any given chord. 
 

So, a quick tutorial on scale and chord construction may be in order. 
 

Scales are single note sequences that are constructed from different arrangements of inter-
vals. The term interval refers to the distance between two notes.  For instance, the distance 
between C and D is a major 2nd, or a whole step, or 2 frets. The distance between E and F is a 
minor 2nd, or a half step, or 1  fret. 
 

The major scale is the most fundamental scale, and is the source for the three basic chord 
families (major, minor and 7th). 
 

The formula for a major scale in intervals of whole (W) and half  (1/2) steps is: 
W  W  ½  W  W  W   ½. 
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C Form  A Form G Form D Form  E Form  

   R     3     5    R    3    R    5    R    3     5 R    3     5    R    3     R  R    5    R    3     5    R  R    5     R    3     

 
Here is a C major scale built from a C note using this formula. 
 

   C  (w) D (w)  E (1/2)  F (w)  G  (w) A  (w)  B (1/2)   C 
 

If you assign numbers to each note in the scale, with R for root, which is the first degree, you 
get: 

C     D     E     F     G     A     B    C 
R     2     3     4     5      6     7     R 

 

In a two octave scale the numeric values may repeat, (R-7), or continue to reflect the higher 
degrees of the scale. 
 

C     D     E     F     G     A     B     C     D     E     F     G     A     B     C 
R     2     3     4      5      6      7     R      2     3     4      5     6      7     R 

                                                                9     10   11      12    13    14 
  

The chord tones for a major chord are  simply the Root, 3rd degree and 5th degree of the asso-
ciated major scale. 
 

So, extract the 1st, 3rd and 5th degree from a C major scale, and you get C  E  and G, which is a 
C major chord. 
 

The chord tones for a minor chord are the Root, b3 degree, and 5th degrees of the associated 
major scale. 
 

Extract the 1st, flatted 3rd degree (lower the 3rd degree a half step), and the 5th degree,  and 
you get  C,  Eb and G, which is a C minor chord. 
 

The chord tones for a  7th chord are the Root, 3rd, 5th, and b7th degrees of the associated ma-
jor scale. 
 

Extract the 1st, 3rd, 5th and flatted 7th degrees (lower the 7th degree a half step), and you get 
C, E,  G  and Bb, which is a C7 chord. 
 

So the chord tones for any chord are simply the relevant scale degrees from the associated 
scale. 

 

The CAGED System 
The five chords shown below are the basis for the CAGED system. The scale degrees are shown 
at the bottom of each diagram. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The chords on the next page show the fingerings for the C, A, G ,E, and  D major, minor, and 
7th chords as moveable chords, with their roots highlighted in black, and their scale degrees  
shown below each diagram.  All of the scales in Fear of Soloing will conform to these five 
forms. 
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C form major 

   R    3    5   R    3 

C form minor 

   R   b3   5   R     

C form 7th 

   R    3   b7  R     

D form major 

        R   5   R    3 

A form major 

   R    5    R    3   5 

G form major 

    R    3    5   R    3   R 

E form major 

   R    5   R    b3  5   R 

D form minor 

        R    5   R   b3 

A form minor 

   R    5   R    b3  5 

G form minor 

   R   b3  5   R     

E form minor 

   R   5    R   b3  5    R 

D form 7th 

       R    5   b7  3 

A form 7th 

   R   5   b7   3   5 

C form 7th 

   R   5   b7   3   5   R 

G form 7th 

   R   3   b7   R   3 
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In the diagram on the right you 
can see  how the five moveable 
forms connect.  
 

The C and A forms share a root on 
the 5th string. 
 

The A and G forms share the 
chord tones on the 2nd, 3rd and 
4th strings. 
 

The G and E forms share a root on 
the 6th string. 
 

The E and D forms share a root on 
the 4th string. 
 

Just as these chords seamlessly in-
terlock, all of the scales, modes 
and arpeggios that are associated 
with them connect in the same 
way. 
 

The most obvious value of being 
able to play scales in as many as 
five places on the neck is mobility.  
 

If you are playing an E7th chord 
on the 5th fret, you shouldn’t have 
to jump all the way the 12th fret 
to play a solo.  
 

The notes that you would find at 
the 12th fret are already right un-
der your fingers at the 5th fret. 
Just as you can learn five finger-
ings for each chord, you can learn 
five fingerings for each scale, 
mode, and arpeggio, and play 
solos anywhere on the guitar. 
 

E Form  

A Form  

C Form  

G Form  

D Form  

So Many Scales, So Little Time 
How many scales, and scale forms do you need to know? There are far more scales out there 
than those presented in this book, so you could spend a whole lot of time just learning scales! 
Scales are tools, a means to an end, so, learn the scales, modes, and arpeggios that you will 
use in your playing. If you just want to play blues, for instance, learning a couple of minor 

pentatonic, or blues scales may be all that you would ever use. Don't limit yourself, but don't 
feel that you have to master every scale before you play a tune… 
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The major scale is a seven note scale that is the mother ship for  
all of the scales, modes, and arpeggios in this book.  

The formula for the major scale in intervals is:  W W 1/2 W W W 1/2    
(W=whole step, 1/2 =1/2 step) 

The major scale shown in degrees is: R 2 3 4 5 6 7 
 

The Major Scale 

Scale Fingering 

C Form 

Scale Degrees Reference Major Chord 

Scale Fingering 1 Scale Degrees 

A Form 

Reference Major Chord 

Scale Fingering 2 Scale Degrees Reference Major Chord 

Observe the Reference Chords!  
Having a visual reference to the chord that you are soling over can help you lock into 
note choices that are consistent with the chord. The listener should be able to hear the 

underlying chords in your solo so, observe the reference chord... 
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It’s important to learn to play “ in position”, that is, playing complete chord/scale sequences in 
each of the C A G E D forms. It’s also important to be able to play scales vertically, and diag-
onally, playing lines that connect the C A G E D shapes up the neck.  
 

The examples below show a couple of major and harmonic minor scale forms that traverse 
the neck through several positions using three note per string patterns. There are many ways 
to finger scales, and a good exercise is to play through scales, and shift to other positions from 
each string, so you don’t get locked into only a few routes up and down the neck.  
 
 

3 Note Per String Scales 

Scale Degrees Scale Degrees Scale Fingering Scale Fingering 

Scale Degrees Scale Fingering Scale Degrees Scale Fingering 

Major Scale 

Harmonic Minor 

The Path of Least Resistance 
3 note per string scales allow you to get a lot more velocity in your playing by using slur  
picking (hammer-ons and pull-offs) or economy picking (down-up-down on each string  
while ascending, and up-down-up on each string when playing descending passages). 

Root 6th String Root 5th String 

Root 5h String Root 6th String 
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Scale Fingering 

The formula for the minor pentatonic scale in intervals is:  R m3rd,W  W m3rd 
The formula for the minor pentatonic scale in scale degrees is: R b3 4 5 b7  

C Form 

Scale Degrees Reference Minor Chord 

The Minor Pentatonic Scale

Reference Minor Chord Scale Fingering Scale Degrees 

G Form 

Scale Fingering Scale Degrees 

A Form 

No Dissonance! 
The pentatonic scales have been the motor behind almost every great rock, blues  

and country guitar solo ever played. The five note scale (penta means five in Greek)  
can be played effortlessly over complete chord sequences because, with only 5 notes,  

it creates virtually no dissonance over most chord progressions. You can almost  
play the pentatonic scale randomly over a song, and create a coherent solo!  

Reference Minor Chord 
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The Sliding Major Pentatonic Scale 

Just as you can combine the five forms of the minor pentatonic scale to play all over the neck, 
the major pentatonic scale is equally malleable. Experiment by shifting positions on each string. 

Scale Degrees 

Scale Degrees 
Scale Fingering 

Descending 
Scale Fingering 

Ascending 

Scale Fingering 
Descending 

Scale Fingering 
Ascending 

Shifting Chords 
Pentatonic scales have a lot of power, in that a single 5 note major or minor pentatonic scale 
can be the sole melodic tool for soloing over a complete song. But, pentatonic scales can  also 
be used to make melodic statements over specific chords. You can use as many pentatonic 
scales in your solo as there are chords in the song. Simply shift to a pentatonic scale that 
matches the root of the chord. 
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A Form 

G Form 

Scale Fingering Scale Degrees 
Reference Major Chord 

Scale Fingering Scale Degrees Reference Major Chord 

The Major Blues Scale 
The major blues scale is basically a major pentatonic scale with a chromatic  

note added scale between the 2nd and 3rd degree.  
The formula for the major pentatonic scale in intervals is: R W 1/2 1/2 m3rd W m3rd 

The formula for the major pentatonic scale in scale degrees is: R 2 b3 3 5 6  

Scale Fingering Scale Degrees Reference Major Chord 

C Form 
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Modes are simple, but powerful melodic devices that enable you to effectively impro-
vise over a variety of chords. Modes are essentially scales that are extracted from ma-
jor scales. They are created by making your starting note a different note than the 
root note of the scale.  
 

If you are soloing over a G, D7, Em, C  (1, 5, 6, 4) chord sequence, the G major scale is 
the primary resource for creating improvised lines over those changes.  
 

To make your solo sound interesting, you can play the G major scale, but start each 
line on the note of each chord as it appears. So, for the G chord, play a motif starting 
on the G note. For the D7 chord, play a motif starting on the D note. Playing over the 
C chord, start your line on the C note, and for the E minor chord, start on the E note.  
 

This is how modes are utilized. Starting on the G note will actually yield the G Ionian 
mode. Starting on the D note will yield the D mixolydian mode. Starting the C note 
will yield the C Lydian mode, and starting on an E note will yield the E aeolian mode. 
 

The next step is to learn the complete two octave fingering for each mode, and treat 
them as unique scale shapes. This is what will be presented in the next section of Fear 
of Soloing. 
 

Here is a two octave C major scale: 
 

C  D  E  F  G  A  B  C  D  E  F  G  A  B  C 
 

When you play a major scale, you typically play from C to C to get that major scale 
sound. (This is actually called the Ionian mode.)  
 

If you play the notes in the C scale, but start on a D note, and play from D to D, you 
are playing the D dorian mode. The D dorian mode contains the same notes as the C 
major scale, but the arrangement of intervals from D to D actually creates a minor 
sound. 
 

C major scale      C  D  E  F  G  A  B  C  D  E  F  G  A  B  C 
D dorian mode     D  E  F  G  A  B  C  D   
 

As you continue through the major scale and make your starting note on different de-
grees of the scale, you will get all seven modes. 
 

The value in learning modes is that each mode has a unique tonality that works well 
with different chord types. If you know the modes you can improvise over major, mi-
nor, 7th, and half diminished chords simply by playing a major scale starting from dif-
ferent scale degrees. 
 

The following is a list of the types of sounds you can get from the seven modes. And 
they are all basically a major scale! 
 

The Modes 
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The Dorian Mode 
The dorian mode is a minor scale based on the second degree of a major scale.   

Here is the D dorian mode extracted from the C major scale: 
    C  D  E  F  G  A  B  C  D  E  F  G  A  B  C 
        D  E  F  G  A  B  C  D 

The formula for the dorian mode in intervals is:  W 1/2 W W  1/2  M3rd 1/2.  
The formula for the dorian mode in scale degrees is:  R 2 b3 4 5 6 b7 

C Form 

A Form 

Root of the  
parent  

major scale 

From Blues to Latin 
The dorian mode is a minor scale, so it sounds great played over minor chords in virtually 
any musical style, but it also sounds pretty good played over a 7th chord in blues tunes.  

Scale Fingering Scale Degrees Reference Minor Chord 

Scale Fingering 1 Scale Degrees Reference Minor Chord 

Scale Fingering 2  Scale Degrees Reference Minor Chord 

Root of the  
parent  
major scale 

Root of the  
parent  
major scale 
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Root of the  
parent 
major scale 

Root of the  
parent  
major scale 

A Form 

The mixolydian mode is scale based on the fifth degree of a major scale.  
Here is the G mixolydian mode extracted from the C major scale: 

C  D  E  F  G  A  B  C  D  E  F  G  A  B  C 
    G  A  B  C  D  E  F  G 

The formula for the mixolydian in intervals is:  W  W  1/2 W  W  1/2  W  
The formula for the mixolydian mode in scale degrees is: R 2 3 4 5 6 b7 

Root of the  
parent 
major scale 

C Form 

Scale Fingering Scale Degrees Reference 7th Chord 

Scale Fingering 2 Scale Degrees Reference 7th Chord 

Scale Fingering 1 Scale Degrees Reference 7th Chord 

Playing Over 7th Chords 
The one note in the mixolydian mode that distinguishes it from a major scale is the  

lowered seventh degree, making this mode a no-brainer for playing over a 7th chord. 

The Mixolydian Mode 
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3 Note Per String Modes 

Just as the major and minor scales can be played 3 notes to a string, so can the 
modes. It’s good way to create nice long legato lines in up tempo tunes. 

Ionian Dorian Phrygian Lydian 

Lo-

A Form 
Dorian Phrygian Lydian 

E Form 

Aeolian Locrian Mixolydian 

Ionian 

Mixolydian Aeolian 
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A Form 
Arpeggio Fingering 1 Scale Degrees Reference Major Chord

Arpeggio Fingering 2 Scale Degrees Reference Major Chord 

C Form 

Arpeggio Fingering Scale Degrees Reference Major Chord 

The formula for a major arpeggio is the same as the major chord—R, 3rd and 5th.  

Major Arpeggios 

Arpeggios are powerful tools for soloing in any style. An arpeggio is a made up of the same 
notes as a chord, and is referred to as a “broken chord”, in that all of the chord tones are 
played sequentially, rather than strummed as a unit.   
 
 

The Arpeggios 
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The formula for a minor arpeggio is the same as the minor chord: R, b3rd, and 5th.  
Minor arpeggios can be played over minor chords in virtually any musical context. 

C Form 

Arpeggio Fingering Scale Degrees Reference Minor Chord 

Arpeggio Fingering Scale Degrees 

A Form 
Arpeggio Fingering  1 Scale Degrees Reference Minor Chord 

G Form 

Arpeggio Fingering 2 
Scale Degrees Reference Minor Chord Ascending 

Reference Minor Chord 

Minor Arpeggios 


